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iCell Reviews is mobile phone application for latest trends in cell phones, so you can get the most mileage out of your
mobile phone. The application is made up of the latest unlocked cell phones, carrier specific cell phone models, cell
phone specifications and multimedia features. So let's be clear about it - the latest cell phones are not just for talking
anymore.
iCell Reviews is mobile phone application for latest trends in cell phones, so you can get the most mileage out of your
mobile phone. The application is made up of the latest unlocked cell phones, carrier specific cell phone models, cell
phone specifications and multimedia features. So let's be clear about it - the latest cell phones are not just for talking
anymore.Find out with iCell Phone mobile phone reviews application if the cell phone you plan to purchase has all that
you require. Is it Bluetooth enabled? Does it support Wi-Fi connectivity? What is the maximum capacity of expandable
memory supported? All of your questions are answered in the iCell Phone Reviews application. With iCell Phone mobile
phone reviews application you can read latest cell phone reviews, features are explained, capabilities defined, allowing
you to make a knowledgeable decision on your next cell phone. Get the information you need and ensure that when
you&rsquo;re on the go, your new cell phone has all you need to stay productive.
Key Features;
- FREE Registration, application download & installation
- NO HIDDEN cost & complex installation process
- NO hassles to download JAR files
- Easy-to-use for non-professional mobile users
- Compatible with all Java/WAP supported mobile phones, Symbians, PDAs, Pocket PCs, and Smartphones
- Latest cell phone reviews
- Latest Top rated Cell phones in market
- Information is categorized into; Specifications and Features; makes easy to understand and differentiate with other
phones
- Specifications information contains; Modes, Weight, Dimensions, Phone Style, Display, Talk Time, Standby Time, and
Phonebook Capacity
- Features information contains; Alarm, Bluetooth, Camera, EMS Picture, Messaging, Games, GPS, Headset Jack, Highspeed Data Transfer, Java, MMS Multimedia Messaging, Picture ID, Predictive Text, Ringer ID, Ring tones,
Speakerphone, Text Messaging, Vibrate, Voice Dialing, Voice Memo, and Wireless Internet
- Share cell phone reviews with your friend, family, and colleagues
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